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Radiology Associates’ Tim Barrett
Selected for the RBMA Global Achievement Award
Baton Rouge, La. (June 10, 2019) At the 2019 PaRADigm annual conference, Radiology Business
Management Association (RBMA) presented Tim Barrett, CPA, CEO of Radiology Associates, with the
Global Achievement Award. The Global Achievement Award recognizes outstanding time and talent
contributions to RBMA. For the past three years, Tim has served as Chair of the RBMA Chapter
Committee, and through that position generated additional programs and visibility for RBMA’s 18
Chapters. Tim created the popular Chapter Webinar Consortium which brings free bi‐monthly education
to members of participating chapters. He was instrumental in adding a Chapter Update section to the
association’s bi‐monthly journal, the RBMA Bulletin. Finally, Tim championed an annual Chapter Leaders
Retreat to provide association leadership education to Chapter volunteers.
“Tim is a volunteer juggernaut. Despite his busy schedule and personal obligations, he is always
more than willing to give his time and talents towards bettering the association and its chapters,” said
Jessica S. Struve, CAE, the director of membership and innovation at RBMA, who serves as the primary
staff liaison to RBMA’s 18 Chapters. Added Bob Still, FRBMA, RBMA’s executive director, “The Chapter
program has grown exponentially under Tim’s leadership and we are immensely grateful for his
contributions. He truly embodies our motto of ‘Progress Through Sharing’ and was a natural choice for
the 2019 Global Achievement Award.”
"Tim is an invaluable member of the Radiology Associates team. His untiring work ethic and
dedication to our mission have been essential components of our success,” says Dr. Scott Schuber, an
interventional radiologist and managing partner. “It comes as no surprise he has made similar
contributions in his service to the RBMA. Hats off to a job well done!””
“It is an honor and a privilege to serve alongside members of the RBMA community,” Tim
Barrett says. “I am very grateful for receiving such prestigious recognition.”

About Radiology Associates
Radiology Associates, L.L.C. brings more than 65 years of quality radiology care to South
Louisiana. The practice is comprised of 23 physician members and 7 physician assistants. The
practice services the Baton Rouge Metropolitan Area and surrounding communities at Our Lady
of the Lake Regional Medical Center, Woman’s Hospital, Lake Imaging Center, Our Lady of the
Lake Ascension, and Mary Bird Perkins Cancer Center with full‐service diagnostic and state of
the art interventional radiology. The practice services men’s, women’s, infants’ and children’s‐
based radiology.

